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Narrative:
On Saturday, 2022-01-01, at 0315 hours (approximate), Ohio Attorney General's Bureau of
Criminal Investigation (BCI) Special Agent (SA) Stacey Fifer and SA Charlie Snyder made contact
and interviewed Raylynn Marie Jackson (Jackson) and Tyler Lee Campbell (Campbell) during a
canvass for possible witnesses relative to this matter. These interviews took place on the
street at 10th Street SW and Smith Avenue SW, Canton, Stark County, Ohio. Jackson and
Campbell provided the following information:
Jackson advised she walked to her neighbor's home across the street from her residence at
approximately 0000 hours to extend New Years greetings. Jackson then returned to her
residence and heard sounds appearing to be gunshots or fireworks. Jackson indicated this was
not uncommon in this neighborhood. Jackson put her children inside and then observed white
lights. A short time later, observed several Canton Police Department (CPD) cars in the area.
Jackson confirmed that she had not seen what transpired at the 2307 10th Street SW
location.
Jackson advised at approximately 1700-1800 hours, she spoke with the male subject who
resides at 2307 10th Street SW, and exchanged New Years greetings. Jackson, when asked,
could not identify the subject by name and advised there were two young females that resided
at that address as well.
Note: Jackson, during this contact, openly expressed her personal displeasure and dislike for
members of the CPD.
Additional Note: Prior to this contact, Jackson had control of a white-in-color, young K-9 that
reportedly belonged to someone at the 2307 10th Street SW (scene) location. The K-9, at one
point, escaped from its collar/lead from Jackson; making its way back into the residence and
eventually was removed and returned to Jackson on the street by CPD personnel.
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Campbell was then interviewed. Campbell indicated he walked out onto the porch of his
residence and heard a large number of what he thought were gunshots. Campbell advised he
then heard someone yelling, "Get on the ground," or something like that and shooting
stopped. Campbell advised he made their children go into the residence, and he walked to the
corner of Smith Avenue SW and 10th Ave. SW, where he observed CPD car #44 in the street
and white lights. Campbell then observed other CPD cars pulling up. Campbell indicated he
did not see what actually occurred.
Note: Jackson and Campbell are a couple and reside together.
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